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New platforms, new vendors and new 
technologies are fueling new 
scenarios for end-users.

• Cloud Services are crossing the chasm into 
mainstream adoption by large enterprise 
organizations in most industry sectors. 

• Multi-Vendor collaboration environments have 
become the norm and hybrid deployment models 
have resulted in complex support scenarios.

• Video has become a major collaboration modality 
that has democratized to widespread use in 
conference rooms, desktops and huddle spaces. 

Technology 
Transformation: Voice, 
Video & Real-Time
Collaboration



“Corporate IT environments are growing 
more complex as firms work to stitch 
together public cloud services with their 
private data centers.”

-The Wall Street Journal

“Hybrid -- cloud and premises-based --
unified communications has become a hot 
topic as businesses struggle to pick the 
best deployment model for their specific IT 
environments.”

-NoJitter

Modern Enterprise Collaboration = Hybrid Environments

“It is a journey to a mix of IT —
traditional, cloud and edge.”

Gartner



Real-World Scenarios for Modern Collab
Achieving Best-of-Breed with Cloud, Hybrid & Datacenter Services
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Practical Collaboration 
Operations Challenges
The reality of IT Operations involves enabling and supporting 
a flawless Collaboration experience across organizational 
boundaries and wide variety of stakeholders.

• Tools

• Platform visibility

• Voice and Video Expertise 

• End-User Behavior

• Remote workforce

From BYOD to UACA



Collaboration Health Domains
A Framework for Managing Modern Collaboration

Monitor health and capacity of 
servers, services and 

infrastructure
Available Telemetry 
• Cloud Services APIs
• Server & Platform APIs
• Device Management APIs
• QoE/CDR/CMR
• Traditional SNMP

Test, monitor and analyze 
critical network segments for 

session health
Available Telemetry 
• Realtime Signaling APIs
• SBC Management Interfaces
• Router Health
• Priority Queues & QoS
• Synthetic Testing
• Packet Analyzers 

Collect endpoint statistics from 
clients, conference rooms & 

devices
Available Telemetry 
• Client Reporting via Platform
• RTCP-XR
• Headset SDKs & APIs
• Video Endpoint Statistics
• Device registrations
• Firmware Analytics



Collaboration Health Domains
A Framework for Managing Modern Collaboration
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Cor re l a t i on



Building on a Legacy of Collaboration Expertise

10+
Years

Over a Decade of  Enabling 
Enterprises and Service 

Providers 

2,000+
Customers

More than Two Thousand 
Customer Deployments 

Around the World

Millions
of End-Users

Several Million 
End-Users Monitored by 

Nectar Tools



Product Overview

Unified 
Communications 
Management 
Platform

Multi-Vendor UC Platform Support

The most complete suite of innovative 
UC monitoring, diagnostics and reporting 

features on the market today.



Powerful tools that enable auto-discovery of UC environments, 
monitor for changes in the infrastructure and provide reporting.  

Innovative, architecture-based approach for monitoring 
platforms in the context of UC management. Enables alerts and 
dashboards.

Actionable Insights

Enabling IT Operations, Support & Management Teams

Monitoring
Proactive

Operations & Reporting
Preventative

Automated discovery & monitoring
Server health (Server and OS)
Application health
Session traffic & health
Customized thresholds

Encryption certificates
Server role based dependencies
Platform inventory
Endpoint registrations
Multi-vendor platform support

Roll-based access to underlying local & 
remote systems via connection broker

Dependency tees
Intelligent alerting & automated ticketing
3rd party ITSM integration

Auditing, logging & reporting
Server health reporting
Session health trend reporting
Resource utilization reporting

Correlated troubleshooting that captures critical network and 
session data focused on users, sessions and specific calls

Diagnostics
Reactive

Live voice and video session analysis
Correlated network health with session-

specific health statistics
Real-time session monitoring
Monitored segment alerting

SIP response code monitoring
Session-specific packet capture
Related session discovery
SBC signaling capture & troubleshooting 

(bracketing)

Key Workloads



Modern Tools for Modern Collaboration

Foundation

Nectar Foundation delivers multi-vendor, multi-platform health and availability monitoring and 

reporting in single interface that is purpose-built for voice and video environments. Leveraging a 

variety of advanced telemetry inputs, Nectar Foundation is at the core of every Nectar deployment. 

It’s powerful capabilities include:

• Global dashboard views of real-time platform health, session health and user activity. 

• Robust reporting on overall user experience, location-based metrics and platform health.

• Easy session and user-based queries of conferences, PSTN and peer-to-peer calls. 

• Customized administrator notifications of critical events & alarms.  

• Powerful remote management tools for connecting administrators to target systems. 

By focusing on the entire collaboration ecosystem but leveraging vendor-specific key health indicator 

analysis, Foundation allows operations teams to proactively address potential issues and to quickly 

respond when unanticipated issues do arise.

Superior platform, session and user experience monitoring & reporting. 



Modern Tools for Modern Collaboration

Diagnostics

One of the most time-consuming and potentially frustrating activities for collaboration support professionals 

is the troubleshooting of network or signaling-related problems that result in traditionally difficult-to-

identify issues such as failed or lost calls, dropped sessions, one-way audio or poor quality audio or video. 

These issues often present themselves in unexpected or unpredictable ways and frequently earn the 

moniker of phantom issues. 

Nectar Diagnostics offers a unique, efficient and powerful alternative to traditional time-consuming 

troubleshooting activities by capturing advanced signaling and media analysis of every monitored call or 

call attempt. This allows administrators to analyze the original phantom issue without having to spend 

hours or days recreating a failed call scenario. 

With exceptional end-to-end session health visibility, Nectar Diagnostics offers a variety of deployment 

options with configurations that consume and correlate session-related telemetry from various platform, 

network and endpoint environments. 

Optionally, Nectar Diagnostics can also provide advanced Layer 3 interface statistics in the full context of 

on-the-wire packet capture & analysis for critical network segments such as carrier SIP trunks and 

aggregated media paths adjacent to conferencing servers.

Advanced, time-saving troubleshooting of voice and video sessions.



Hybrid, Multi-Vendor Architecture Overview
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True end to end
or

Ear to ear
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Thank you!


